
 
Wood Products 
Imagine a vacuum pod/cup for 
your cnc router where there is 
nothing to break. One that 
holds material down stronger, 
lasts longer, does not need the 
foam gasket, and all this at a 
more affordable cost than your 
factory cup. 
  

CNC Routers 
Better Vacuum Cups for all 
CNC Routers including 
Anderson, Biesse, Busellato, 
Heian, C.R. Onsrud, Komo, 
Northwood, IMA, CMS, SCM 
Routech, Morbidelli, 
Masterwood, Weeke, 
Thermwood, HolzHer, Homag 
and many more... 
  

Proven Quality 
Proven quality products that 
many major machinery 
manufacturers endorse. A 
name that fits the quality of their 
products; they truly are Better 
Vacuum Cups! 

  
CONSISTENT 
RESULTS 
BVC replacement HSK tool 

holder fork is now available. 

Testing is now complete after 

10,000 + tool changes, no 

breaks and no visible wear to 

the fork. This fork will outlast 

your OEM fork by ten times. 

HSK1000 Fits HSK 63 F series 

 
CONTACTS 
Machinery & Solutions LLC 
4014 E Broadway Rd, 
Suite 409 
Phoenix, AZ, 85040 
 

Domenico (336) 880-8771 
info@machineryandsolutions.com 
 

Angelo (480) 823-9981 
service@machineryandsolutions.com 
 
Website: 
www.machineryandsolutions.com 

   

    

 

 

BVC Flat/grid Table Vacuum Cups In 48mm Height 
Flat table cups will allow your shop to do solid wood work or edge detail by raising the 
material off of the table. Maximize the flexibility of your flat table with BVC Flat Table 
Cups. Fits CR Onsrud table. Done™t have a grid on your table, no problem we can still 
help with exterior lines or a simple spoilboard pattern. 
FL1048 145x132x48mm BVC™ full size flat table vacuum cup for your grid can be used 
to do large parts or can be sectioned off with gasket to do smaller parts.  
FL1048H 75x132x48mm BVC™ half size flat table vacuum cup is used for smaller parts. 
FL1048Q 50x132x48mm BVC™ quarter size flat table vacuum cup is used for parts as 
small as 2 inches.  
 
Proven quality products that many major machinery manufacturers 
endorse. 

 

 

   

   

 

 

Flat Table Vacuum Cups In 29mm Height 
Flat table cups will allow your shop to do solid wood work or edge detail by raising the 
material off of the table. Maximize the flexibility of your flat table with BVC Flat Table 
Cups. This is a great cup to compliment your CRO Mate.  
FL1000 145x132x29mm Full size flat table vacuum cup for the CR Onsrud grid table. 
FL1000H 75x132x29mm Half size flat table vacuum cup for the CR Onsrud grid table 
FL1000Q 50x132x29mm Quarter size flat table vacuum cup for the CR Onsrud grid 
table 

 

  

FAQs 
Q: Can I use my existing cups in conjunction with the BVC cups on my pod 

& rail? 

A: Yes you can buy 1 or 100 cups. Our cups are the same height as the 

OEM cups. In fact ours are usually more accurate. 

  
Q: Do you ship to other countries? 
A: Yes, we ship world wide. For the most part we use UPS or US Priority 
Mail. We are happy to use a customers FedEx, UPS and DHL account as 
well. 
 

 

 

BETTER VACUUM CUPS  
A NAME THAT FITS THE QUALITY OF THEIR PRODUCTS 
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